
Sunflower Alliance (SA) Interactive Workshop on Climate         (2015) 

 

I can highly recommend the Sunflower Alliance Interactive Workshop on Climate.  I 

participated in two of these workshops before having a third presentation here where I 

live at St. Paul’s Towers retirement community in Oakland. 

 

Using visual images and brief bits of text, each workshop helps participants connect with 

each other about their hopes and fears for the planet.   Everybody comes away with 

increased awareness of climate issues and with resources for taking action. 

 

All three workshops I attended immediately involved participants in talking in groups of 

three about climate threats and solutions.  Participants look first at an unidentified picture 

poster such as Earth from space, pristine boreal forests, coal trains, clear-cut forests, oil 

pipelines or derricks on farmlands, solar installations, and a deep sea drilling platform.  

After speculating together about the poster, the threesome turn over the poster and read 

aloud facts about the picture, the problems and possible solutions. More discussion 

follows.  After perhaps 3-5 minutes, the group is given a new poster to contemplate. The 

room is abuzz with conversations and questions.   

 

When the large group reconvenes, participants are invited to share new things they’ve 

learned and to answer key climate questions posted up in front.  The knowledgeable 

leader provides additional information as needed.   

 

The last part of the meeting asks participants what they can and will do to inform others 

and to address climate problems.  At the end, printed ideas for action are distributed, 

along with a list of resources. 

 

Great appreciation and enthusiasm were expressed by participants after each workshop.  I 

personally learned more on each occasion.  Many thanks to the Sunflower Alliance for 

this stimulating approach to involving Americans in work for climate solutions. 
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